NEWSLETTER 5
WELCOME TO THE FIFTH AND FINAL
NEWSLETTER FOR THE iGUIDE PROJECT!

I

f you have been following our iGUIDE project over the last two years, you will know that we represent
an Erasmus+ funded project, which aims to close the gap in provision where adult guidance is
concerned, especially in the provision of guidance for workers, low-skilled workers and workers in
vulnerable employments. Over the past few months of the project, we have been bringing our iGUIDE
Career Planning Toolkit Resources and our Online Portal out into the community to engage with young and
adult learner directly, and to share our learning resources with the people we have designed them for!

CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS!
The final months of the iGUIDE project are what we call the ‘animation months’ – this is where we spend a
lot of time and effort sharing our resources with as many people as possible, so that the results of our work
bear results among the adult learners we have been working to support. In this section, we will provide a
quick snapshot of what has been happening across our consortium!

IN POLAND
INNEO has hosted two events to promote the iGUIDE project
outputs. The first was hosted in June 2021, with 28 individuals; and
the second event reached 38 participants and was hosted in August
2021. Both events were hosted in Rzeszow where INNEO are based
and allowed staff from INNEO the opportunity to engage educators
and career advisors in testing the resources we have developed.

IN CYPRUS
CARDET hosted a career planning workshop online in July 2021.
This event was attended by 23 adult educators and support workers
who will benefit greatly by being able to share the iGUIDE toolkit of
resources with adult learners in their networks.

IN IRELAND
FIP attended a second-chance education college where they were
able to test the career planning toolkit resources directly with young
adult learners who are completing their education programmes and
aiming to re-enter the labour market.

We can see from these three examples, that all partners have taken a different approach to engage adult
educators and adult learners in testing the iGUIDE materials, and in ensuring that the iGUIDE resources are
promoted among these two key target groups in our project.

WHAT’S COMING NEXT?
We’re sorry to say that is all from your iGUIDE team! The project finished in December 2021, but the good
news is that our resources will be available online through our online platform for many years to come!
If you would like to access the resources we have produced, please visit: https://iguideproject.eu/outputs/
Thank you for your support of our project over the last two years!
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